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Through this extraordinary collection of prayers from all the world and from all historical periods we

finally awaken to the presence of the divine that comes to us through the Earth and the entire

natural world. (Joanna Macy, author of Despair and Personal Power in the Nuclear Age)A treasure!

Belongs on the bookshelf of everyone who loves our precious Planet Earth. (Hazel Henderson,

author of The Politics of the Solar Age)Through this extraordinary collection of prayers from all the

world and from all historical periods we finally awaken to the presence of the divine that comes to us

through the Earth and the entire natural world. (Thomas Berry, author of The Dream of the Earth)

The acclaimed bestseller Earth Prayers (more than 150,000 sold!) is now available in a gorgeous,

boxed gift package along with the music it inspired: Earth Songs, a CD written and recorded by

Narada's top artists. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Thank you Elizabeth and Elias for compiling this wonderful book of earth honoring prayers. I've used

it many times to find an appropriate opening or closing to classes or other gatherings where a

moment of earth gratitude and awareness was called for. In fact, I've used it so much that I lost it



and need to buy another one! It is also a rich source of prayers to use for personal spiritual work,

prayers that help slow me down enough to remember the sacredness of the natural world. Even if

I'm hard at work in the city and can't be physically present in some of nature's more healing places,

at least I can remember to feel the earth beneath my feet, and to honor her. It is a great book just to

pick up and browse through, and contains prayers that are ancient and full of the energy of

thousands of our ancestors, and prayers that represent a new awakening to our lost heritage. An

earth bible for earth lovers! By the way, I've heard rumors of a Volume II. Is it true and can I

purchase it here, or elsewhere?

I've bought at least 12 copies of this book and given them as gifts - it is just wonderful - you can

open at any page and be touched by the poems and prayers. A treasure.

Love this book .... beautiful, loving and inspiring writing. My book has MANY notes in the margins.

Earth Prayers: 365 Prayers, Poems, and Invocations from Around the World by Elizabeth Roberts

and Elias Amidon is similar to Life Prayers in its format and content. This book relies more heavily

on well-known authors and poets such as Walt Whitman, Hildegard of Bingen, Rumi, Wendell Berry,

Thich Nhat Hanh, Henry David Thoreau, and many more. Because the theme of the earth is rather

narrow (while at the same time being so very large), the first half of the book seems to run together

in its similarity despite the editorsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ attempts to categorize poems by themes. The

chapter on animals was disturbing for me, an empath who is an unwilling omnivore and former

vegetarian, yet others might find it reflective and appropriate. Overall, though, I found the book to

contain many beautiful and thought provoking works.

agreat book love it great service

Wonderful collection of poems and prayers, from all nations, cultures, faiths and denominations.

This is one of the most meaningful and versatile books of prayers and meditations that I have. I

have given it as a gift to many people at times of sadness, celebration and for those needing

inspiration. My own copy has been used and worn over the years. I wish the current publication had

the cover that originally was on the book. It is sturdier, and it reflects the content much better.



This is a beautiful collection of prayers and poems, celebrating life, its cycles, the earth, and the

creatures which share it with us. The prayers are thoughtful, soothing, comforting, universal, and

encourage respect for all. I have purchased multiple copies since I keep giving them as gifts. Buy it!

It's very special.
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